According to IBM®, 80% of the world’s business-critical data resides on IBM zSystems® mainframes. But due to complex reporting processes, often only mainframe experts understand how the platform is being used. Rocket Consumption Insights provides true transparency into MSU consumption and resource utilization and the value of IT-enabled business services—without requiring deep mainframe expertise—whether you’re leveraging sub-capacity pricing or Tailored Fit Pricing from IBM.

**Benefits/Features**

**Quickly reduce mainframe costs**
Rocket Consumption Insights lets customers access data quickly in order to optimize mainframe utilization and drive better resource use across applications. With Consumption Insights, mainframe managers get insight into mainframe MSU usage and can share easy-to-understand metrics with leadership about MSUs consumed by applications, and their specific impacts to the budget.

**Save time with automation**
Rocket Consumption Insights allows you to automate mainframe MSU consumption reports and enables the identification of detailed consumption in a few minutes. This frees up experienced mainframe personnel to work on more business-critical tasks.

**Increase visibility and understanding of mainframe value**
Rocket Consumption Insights provides visibility into your in-house and outsourced mainframe resource consumption with just one click. Interact with data on the fly to better understand multiple dimensions of usage. See the details about consumption or present in a format for business stakeholders, including chargeback reporting.
What our customers have to say

Identifying the mainframe MSU consumption of my application portfolio took three hours of one of my mainframe experts with our previous mainframe performance analysis tool. It now takes a few seconds and does not require mainframe expertise with Consumption Insights.”

IT Leader,
Large European insurance group

With Rocket Consumption Insights you can:

- **Measure consumption and utilization**: Measure MSU consumption and gain visibility of resource utilization to understand system performance.
- **Create custom dashboards**: Enable users to create and customize mainframe analytics dashboards with a few clicks.
- **Identify cost savings**: Maximize your mainframe budget for Tailored Fit Pricing and sub-capacity licensing.
- **Align Business and IT**: Align mainframe decisions to business priorities based on actionable metrics shared with stakeholders.
- **Enable non-mainframe staff**: Arm IT and business staff who lack mainframe experience with intuitive views of mainframe activity.
- **Proactively manage workloads**: Address volatility and trends in system workloads driven by rapid changes in market and consumer behavior.

Why partner with Rocket Software?

An estimated 15% of mainframe budgets are consumed by non-critical applications that don’t require specific processing capabilities or features of the platform.

Use a full complement of over 25 delivered KPIs to identify z/OS consumption trends and impacts that increase costs.

Get full support for IBM Tailored Fit Pricing.

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Visit RocketSoftware.com ›

Book a demo